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• Solves problem 1: Amortized tx fee. 
• Solves problem 2: Quick confirmation.

Zerocash (Oakland 2014)

• Anonymous Bitcoin-like currency. 
• Solves problem 3: Hides sender, receiver 

and amount.
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Probabilistic Payments

Probabilistic payments imply micropayments:
Transaction fee is amortized over many payments.
Nullpayments are offline and do not require 
interaction with payment network.
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1. Alice escrows v.
2. Alice and Bob engage in coin-flip.
3. If Alice wins: she can reuse escrow.
4. If Bob wins:   he gets v.
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Zerocash

1. Alice owns coin c1 with comm cm1.
2. To pay Bob, Alice:

a) derives sn1 from c1 and skA.
b) creates new coin c3 with comm cm3.
c) creates ZK proof π3 for above.
d) appends tx = (sn1, cm3, π3).

Cannot link sn1 with cm1 without skA.
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coin-flip

1. Alice escrows v in a Zerocash transaction.
2. Alice and Bob engage in coin-flip.
3. If Alice wins: she can reuse escrow.
4. If Bob wins:   he gets v.

Ledger

Old New Proof

⋮
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6327690 cm2 π2

sn1 cm3 π3

sn3 cm4 π4
Major Issues: 

Linkability

Double Spending
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Problem 1: Linkability

• To amortize transaction fees, Alice has to reuse escrow.
• Bob always learns serial number of escrowed coin.

• Can track Alice when she spends coin w/ others.

• Further attacks lead to loss of most privacy.
10

Ledger
⋮

tx1

tx

Escrow

tx

∋ sn

sn
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Problem 2: Double-Spending

Malice can use the same coin in multiple payments in parallel.

Offline setting ⇒ such attacks cannot be prevented.
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Ledger

⋮
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tx2

txmp, ss1

sndep

prob. payment1. Macropayment

prob. payment2. Macropayment 
again!

txmp, ss1

txmp, ss2

ss1 + ss2  = sndep-∞ utility!
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Are we done?

Functionality:
Feature:  Customers should be able to withdraw deposits.
Problem: Customer can withdraw before revocation.
Problem: What if merchant refuses to reply?

Economic analysis: How to set deposit value?

See paper for solutions!
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Decentralized 
Anonymous 
Micropayments

We also discovered pain points in Zerocash interface. 
 Resulted in a more “programmable” interface.

Game-theoretic analysis more broadly applicable: 
 Eg: Pass-Shelat do not specify value of deposit. 
 Eg: Probabilistic smart contracts.

http://eprint.iacr.org/2016/1033

